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 . Performs Web/e-mail/File Mapping. Can map all e-mail messages to a designated Inbox folder. If you wish to select different
subfolders for different parts of an e-mail, you can create multiple mapping rules. Allows users to create a "Whitelist" of users
or IP addresses that can't make changes or access the control panel. Requires Outlook. Store, process and manage your contact
information. Quickly add, edit or delete your contacts from the list. Get to know a company better with a fast and easy way to

access contact information for each company in your Address Book. Supports multiple contact sources (such as Outlook
contacts, Exchange contacts, Google Contacts, etc). Enable you to search multiple sources at the same time. Compare different

sources from the same listing. Search from the entire data store including multiple email accounts and other contact sources. Get
the information you need, when you need it. Add and remove records to an address book quickly and easily Quickly add, edit
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and delete your contacts from the list. Edit address records to be applicable to a company's website, e-mail address, phone
number or fax number. Add, edit and delete multiple records at the same time. Export lists

to.CSV,.XLS,.HTML,.XLSX,.TXT,.JSON, and.CSV for even more choices. Save changes to the address list as a.CSV for
future reference. Export lists to.XLS,.HTML,.XLSX,.TXT and.CSV for even more choices. Export lists to.JSON for use in a
third-party application. Keep your address list up-to-date with the latest information available. More comprehensive contact

filtering and filtering options allow you to determine what information to show. Automatically add or edit contacts from your
company's address book, Outlook contacts or Exchange contacts. All programs are installed, but you may need to update your

version of Internet Explorer to 10. (See below). After updating, download and install the program from the Link provided in the
Notes section. Instructions for using the Product Place all three files in the same folder on your 82157476af
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